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Abstract
Trace expressions are a compact and expressive formalism, initially devised for
runtime verification of agent interactions in multiagent systems, which has been
successfully employed to model real-world protocols, and to generate monitors
for mainstream multiagent system platforms, and generalized to support run-
time verification of different kinds of properties and systems. In this paper,
we propose an algorithm to check Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) properties sat-
isfiability on trace expressions. To do this, we show how to translate a trace
expression into a Bu¨chi Automaton in order to realize an Automata-Based Model
Checking. We show that this translation generates an over-approximation of our
trace expression leading us to obtain a sound procedure to verify LTL properties.
Once we have statically checked a set of LTL properties, we can conclude that:
(1) our trace expression is formally correct (2) since we use this trace expres-
sion to generate monitors checking the runtime behavior of the system, the LTL
properties verified by this trace expression are also verified by the monitored
system.
Key words: Runtime Verification of Object-Oriented Programming; Trace
expressions; Automata-Based Model Checking; Runtime Monitoring;
Combining Static and Runtime Verification
1. Introduction
Runtime Verification (RV) is a software verification technique that comple-
ments formal static verification (like Model Checking [1, 2, 3, 4]) and testing
[5, 6, 7].
When the system we want to verify becomes larger, model checking it (as5
well as the environment where it is immersed) becomes quickly intractable. In
these scenarios, a valid alternative is RV. The main difference with respect to
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standard static verification is the stage when it is applied, which is at execution
time. In fact, in RV we do not need to simulate all possible paths that the
system may generate during its execution, but we limit the analysis directly to10
the paths exposed and generated by the system during its real execution. As a
consequence, RV could be more suitable and applicable than static verification
in black-box scenarios, where there is no access to the source code of the system
we want to verify.
One possible way to achieve the RV of a system is using one (or more)15
monitor(s) generated from a formal specification (that is the property we want
to verify, for instance an LTL property [8]).
Monitoring can be classified with respect to three main aspects:
1. When the monitoring is executed [9].
• online, the monitor checks the executions incrementally at runtime;20
• oﬄine, the monitor checks recorded executions (for instance log files).
2. How the monitoring is implemented [10].
• inline, the monitor is inserted within the monitored program;
• outline, the monitor runs in a thread or process different from the
monitored program.25
3. Which kind of errors the monitor arises [11].
• precise, the monitor has observed an error in the execution trace an-
alyzed;
• predictive, the monitor indicates errors that have not occurred in the
observed execution trace but could possibly occur in other executions30
of the program.
A possible way to specify the monitor behavior is through the set of all
correct traces (finite or infinite sequences of events) which can be generated
during the system execution1. This set of traces can be defined using different
formalisms. In this paper we adopt trace expressions [12, 13], a formalism35
inspired by session types [14, 15]. As it will be clearer in the rest of the work,
with respect to the three main aspects reported above, our RV approach can be
classified as: online/oﬄine2, outline, precise.
Since we generate a monitor starting from a formal specification, we rep-
resent statically what we will check dynamically. If the static representation40
of the allowed event traces were error-free, we would be sure that monitoring
a system according to that representation, would allow us to intercept all and
only the possible violations due to unexpected or unwanted sequences of events.
Unfortunately, our static representation might contain design and formalization
1For instance, the system might be a multiagent system and the events of interest might
be messages exchanged among agents which must respect some interaction protocol property,
or an object oriented systems, where events subject to monitoring might be method calls.
2We can analyze both the execution traces at runtime and the recorded traces (log files).
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errors too, making unproductive to monitor the system behavior. If we were45
able to verify properties of the static representation before using it for the dy-
namic monitoring, the runtime verification would lead to more controlled and
meaningful results. In the case of trace expressions, a possible way for obtaining
this static check before the use at runtime is verifying whether all the traces
satisfy an LTL property [8]. For instance, a common useful property to be50
checked could be a⇒ ♦b which says that if a takes place sooner or later, b will
take place as well. Considering that the monitors used to verify the system are
generated starting from a trace expression3, we can conclude that all properties
satisfied by trace expressions are either satisfied by the monitored system, or
their violation is recognized by the monitor. This represents an important as-55
pect because we can fuse static and dynamic verification approaches obtaining
the best of both: the formal verification at the static level and the runtime
monitoring at the dynamic level. For instance, the combination of static and
runtime verification can simplify – reduce the size of – our monitors. If we were
able to check statically a part of our specification, we could verify dynamically60
at runtime only what we are not able to check at static time [16]. Or also, if
we want to reduce the state space analyzed by a static verifier, we can make
assumptions and relax the model that is being validated. But, in this way, we
can not be sure the real system is compliant with our assumptions, and if it is
not, it would make the static verification so obtained useless4. Combining the65
use of a monitor to the static verifier, we can simplify the model verified stat-
ically, and we can add a monitor at runtime in order to recognize assumption
violations with respect to our model [17]. These are just possible advantages
in combining static and runtime verification. In this work, we focus on another
possible combination of static and runtime verification, showing how we can70
first verify statically our monitors, and then, how to use them to monitor
our systems. Our research question can be summarized in:
How can we trust our specification before using it to monitor our system?
One possible way of achieving the static verification of our specification (thus,
our monitor) is translating it into a model more suitable for static verification75
purposes. In this work, we will show how to translate our specifications into
Bu¨chi Automatons, that are the standard automata version of LTL formulas
used in model checking. We chose Bu¨chi Automatons because they are a stan-
dard representation supported by most of the existing model checker [18]. In
particular, we will use the SPIN model checker [19, 20, 21] to verify LTL for-80
mulas directly on our specifications.
Naturally, if we used LTL for generating our monitor, we would not need
to verify anything statically, because the monitor would already denote the
properties we want to check. But, LTL could be too limiting when used for RV
3To be more precise, in our implementation the monitors interpret the trace expression by
implementing the transition rules which define the trace expression semantics.
4Our assumptions might be too strong and we need to relax them.
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purposes, and we might need more expressive formalisms that allow defining85
more complex monitors. As we will see in Section 3.2, the formalism we chose
to use for defining our monitors is more expressive than LTL5. Thus, if we want
to be sure that our “complex” monitor still satisfies a set of LTL properties, we
need a way to verify them on it. Finally, we can conclude that, even though we
have a complex specification that is used to verify at runtime complex properties90
on our system, we are still able to guarantee that this specification satisfies a
given set of LTL properties (without being limited to only those).
The contents of the paper are organized in the following way: Section 2
presents the context of the work and the motivations, Section 3 introduces
all the preliminary concepts such as LTL, Bu¨chi Automaton and the corre-95
sponding LTL Model Checking, Section 3.1 introduces trace expressions, Sec-
tion 4 describes the algorithm used to verify LTL properties on trace expressions
through an Automata-Based Model Checking approach, Section 5 shows two ex-
periments developed using the SWI-Prolog [22] implementation and the SPIN
Model Checker [19, 20, 21], while Section 6 provides a brief survey of related100
works. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Motivations
As anticipated previously, RV can be seen as a middle approach between
model checking and testing.
More in detail, the main differences between RV and model checking can be105
summarized as follows [9]:
• time, model checking is applied statically on the system and not during
its execution;
• exhaustiveness, model checking generates all possible executions of the
system while RV checks only the executions generated by the system at110
runtime (language inclusion problem vs word problem);
• invasiveness, model checking (generally) is applied to white-box scenarios,
when the source code of the system is available, while RV can be used
both in white-box and black-box scenarios, when the source code could be
unavailable;115
• traces length, model checking can consider arbitrary positions of a infinite
trace while RV considers finite executions of increasing size.
In Section 1, we presented RV as a counterpart of testing. In particular, RV
is extremely close to a specific form of testing, which is sometimes termed as
oracle-based testing. In [9] the authors compare RV with oracle-based testing.120
In the following, we propose our revised version of the main differences between
RV and oracle-based testing [9]:
5Or better, it is more expressive than LTL when the latter is used for RV purposes.
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• time, testing is applied during the development of the system while RV is
applied before and after the deployment6;
• granularity, testing can test only the output of the system while RV can go125
into the details of the system behavior checking not only the observable
outputs but also how these outputs have been generated (for instance,
RV can tackle the nondeterminism, so even if the observable events are
correct, they could have been generated in a nondeterministic way).
• formalization, in testing, an oracle is typically defined directly, rather than130
generated from some high-level specification as happen in RV.
After having compared RV with model checking and test, we are ready to
answer at the question: When RV should be used? [9]:
• when the complexity of the system makes it intractable for an exhaustive
analysis;135
• when some information is available only at runtime;
• when a precise description of the environment does not exist;
• when there are security issues in the case of safety-critical systems, where
it is useful to monitor properties that have been statically proved or tested,
mainly to have a double check.140
Now that the main differences among RV, model checking and testing have
been presented, we can focus on the motivations of the work.
Supposing we have a system to check, in order to do the RV of it we have
to start writing the specification we want to verify. In the next section we will
present a possible formalism that can be used to obtain this, but for now, we145
focus only on the problem. Once we have defined our specification, we can
use it to generate a monitor to check the system behavior. If the system does
something inconsistent with our specification, the monitor will notice it and
will act accordingly (implementation dependant). But, what happens if our
specification contains design errors? We believe that we have defined a correct150
specification that satisfies our intentions, but unfortunately we have introduced
errors in it. Even though we can not really check if the specification is actually
representing our intentions – too abstract concept inside our minds – we can
still check if our specification satisfies all the properties we think should. If we
were able to check our specification against these properties statically, we could155
resolve this trust problem.
Since RV does not need to exhaustively check the system behavior, it is less
inclined to fall in state space explosion problems. This results from the fact
6RV applied before the deployment is used to check if the system respects our model.
RV applied after the deployment is used to monitor the system behavior in order to prevent
malfunctions (or at least signalling the user in time to reduce the damage).
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that, in its mathematical essence, RV answers the “word problem”, i.e. the
problem whether a given word is included in some language [9]. Model check-160
ing, which tries to solve the “language inclusion” problem, is traditionally used
to verify finite-state systems against regular specifications. But, requirements
which involve counting cannot be formalized by regular specifications. To the
best of our knowledge, the must common approach to solve this issue is using
pushdown specifications [23], i.e., context-free properties represented by push-165
down automata. Anyway, research on model-checking techniques for pushdown
specifications is rare [24]. In RV instead, it is not uncommon to be interested in
verifying complex properties and many formalisms exist [25]. Unfortunately, the
complexity can lead to introduce mistakes also in the development of our speci-
fications compromising the entire RV process (design errors). One possible way170
to solve this problem is by checking directly the specification statically before
using it. With such preprocessing we can achieve the two following advantages:
• trust, the RV process is more reliable since we are sure that our complex
property satisfies a set of constraints (verifiable statically);
• propagation, as long as the system is consistent with the monitor gener-175
ated by the specification, it is also consistent with the constraints checked
statically (by construction).
In this paper we have chosen to use the trace expression formalism [13] to
represent our specifications.
3. Background180
LTL [8, 26, 27, 28] is a modal logic which has been introduced for specifying
temporal properties of systems; despite its original main application in static
verification through model checking, more recently it has been adopted as a
specification formalism for RV, and some RV tools support it [29, 30].
LTL syntax and semantics. Given a finite set of atomic propositions AP , the185
set of LTL formulas over AP is inductively defined as follows:
• true is an LTL formula;
• if p ∈ AP then p is an LTL formula;
• if ϕ and ψ are LTL formulas then ¬ψ, ϕ∨ψ, Xψ, and ϕUψ are LTL
formulas.190
Additional operators can be derived in the standard way: ϕ∧ψ = ¬(¬ϕ∨¬ψ),
ϕ⇒ ψ = ¬ϕ∨ψ, Fϕ (or ♦ϕ) = true Uϕ, and Gϕ (or ϕ) = ¬(true U¬ϕ).
Let Σ = 2AP be the set of all possible subsets of AP ; if p ∈ AP and a ∈ Σ,
then p holds in a iff p ∈ a. An LTL model is an infinite trace w ∈ Σω; w(i)
denotes the element a ∈ Σ at position i in trace w; more formally, if w = aw′,195
then w(0) = a, and w(i) = w′(i− 1) if i > 0.
The semantics of a formula ϕ depends on the satisfaction relation w, i  ϕ
(w satisfies ϕ in i) defined as follows:
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• w, i  p iff p ∈ w(i);
• w, i  ¬φ iff w, i 2 φ;200
• w, i  ϕ ∨ ψ iff w, i  ϕ or w, i  ψ;
• w, i  Xϕ iff w, i+ 1  ϕ (next operator);
• w, i  ϕUψ iff ∃j ≥ 0 w, j  ψ and ∀0 ≤ k < j w, k  ϕ (until operator).
Finally, w  ϕ (w satisfies ϕ) holds iff w, 0  ϕ holds.
We recall that the set of all models of LTL formulas is the language of205
star-free ω-regular languages over Σ [31].
In order to encode an LTL formula into an equivalent trace expression we ex-
ploit the result stating that an LTL formula can be translated into an equivalent
non deterministic Bu¨chi automaton [32].
LTL Model Checking [33, 34]. Given a model M and an LTL formula ϕ: (1)210
all traces of M must satisfy ϕ, (2) if a trace of M does not satisfy ϕ we have
found a Counterexample.
We call ΣM the set of traces of M and Σϕ the set of traces that satisfy ϕ.
We check if ΣM ∩ Σ¬ϕ = Ø.
Bu¨chi Automaton. A Bu¨chi Automaton [35] is an automaton which accepts215
infinite traces.
Definition 1. A Bu¨chi Automaton is a 4-tuple 〈S, I, δ, F 〉 where, S is a finite
set of states, I ⊆ S is a set of initial states, δ ⊆ S × S is a transition relation
and F ⊆ S is a set of accepting states.
An infinite sequence of states is accepted iff it contains (at least) one of the220
accepting states infinitely often.
Automata-Based Model Checking. Given a model M and an LTL formula ϕ:
(1) build the Bu¨chi Automaton B¬ϕ; (2) compute product of M and B¬ϕ; (3)
the product accepts the traces of M that are also traces of B¬ϕ(ΣM ∩ Σ¬ϕ);
(4) if at least one sequence is accepted by the product, then we have found one225
counterexample.
3.1. Trace expressions
Trace expressions [13, 36] are a specification formalism expressly designed for
RV and inspired by initial work on monitoring of agent interactions in multiagent
systems [12, 37].230
Trace expressions are based on the basic notions of event and event type.
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Events. In the following, we denote by E a fixed universe of events. A trace of
events over E is a possibly infinite sequence of events in E. In the rest of the
paper the meta-variables e, w, σ and u will range over the sets E, Eω, E∗, and
Eω ∪ E∗, respectively. A trace expression over E denotes a set of event traces
over E. As a possible example, if we consider an object-oriented scenario where
our events correspond to the invocation of methods, we might have
E = {o.m | o object identifier, m method name}
Event types. Defining trace expressions on top of the concept of events could
not be general enough. A way to make more flexible and general our trace
expressions is constructing them on top of event types (chosen from a set ET).
An event type can be represented as a predicate of arity k ≥ 1, where the first235
implicit argument corresponds to the event e under consideration. Considering
again the object-oriented scenario where the events are method invocations, we
may introduce the type safe(o) of all safe method invocations for a given object
o, defined by the predicate safe of arity 2 s.t. safe(e, o) holds iff e = o.isEmpty .
To make the definition of event types more compact we leave the first argu-240
ment of the predicate implicit, and we write e ∈ safe(o) to mean that safe(e, o)
holds.
In a similar way, we can specify the set of events denoted by the event type
ϑ as JϑK; for instance, Jsafe(o)K = {e | e ∈ safe(o)}.
To be more general, we do not specify the formalism used for defining event245
types; in practice, we do not expect that much expressive power is required.
From an implementation point of view, a word recognizer for trace expressions
exists and has been implemented in SWI-Prolog. The choice of SWI-Prolog has
brought to implement the concept of event types as very simple SWI-Prolog
predicates; in fact, they can be defined by plain facts (clauses without bodies).250
Trace expressions. Now that we have introduced the concept of events and event
types, we can present the formalism we are going to use in the rest of the work:
the trace expression formalism.
A trace expression τ denotes a set of possibly infinite event traces, and is
defined on top of the following operators:7255
•  (empty trace), denoting the singleton set {} containing the empty event
trace .
• ϑ:τ (prefix ), denoting the set of all traces whose first event e matches the
event type ϑ (e ∈ ϑ), and the remaining part is a trace of τ ..
• τ1·τ2 (concatenation), denoting the set of all traces obtained by concate-260
nating the traces of τ1 with those of τ2.
• τ1∧τ2 (intersection), denoting the intersection of the traces of τ1 and τ2.
7Binary operators associate from left, and are listed in decreasing order of precedence, that
is, the first operator has the highest precedence.
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• τ1∨τ2 (union), denoting the union of the traces of τ1 and τ2.
• τ1|τ2 (shuﬄe), denoting the set obtained by shuﬄing the traces of τ1 with
the traces of τ2.265
• ϑτ (filter), it is a derived operator denoting the set of all traces contained
in τ , when deprived of all events that do not match ϑ.
Trace expressions are cyclic terms, thus they can support recursion without
introducing an explicit construct. These cyclic terms corresponds in particular
to trees where nodes are either the leaf , or the node (corresponding to the270
prefix operator) ϑ with one child, or the nodes ·, ∧, ∨, and | all having two
children. According to the standard definition of rational trees [38, 39], their
depth is allowed to be infinite, but the number of their subtrees must be finite.
As will be clear in the rest of the work, it is really important to understand
how and when a term is a subterm of another one. In particular, we give the275
intuition of subterm through the the concept of subtree. The notion of subtree
on infinite trees is intuitive but it is different from that on finite trees; in fact, it
is no longer an order relation (it is not antisymmetric). This concept will be used
in the following to indicate the presence of cycles inside our trace expressions.
Even though our trace expressions contain cycles, in the rest of the paper,280
we limit our investigation to contractive (a.k.a. guarded) trace expressions.
Definition 2. A trace expression τ is contractive if all its infinite paths contain
the prefix operator.
A contractive trace expression is a trace expression where all recursive subex-
pressions are always guarded by the prefix operator; for instance, the trace285
expression defined by T1 = (∨(ϑ:T1)) is contractive: its infinite path contains
infinite occurrences of ∨, but also of the : operator; conversely, the trace expres-
sion T2 = (ϑ:T2)|T2 is not contractive.
Trivially, every trace expression corresponding to a finite tree (that is, a non
cyclic term) is contractive. Trace expressions support recursion through cyclic290
terms expressed by finite sets of recursive syntactic equations.
For all contractive trace expressions, any path from their root must always
reach either a  or a : node in a finite number of steps. Since in this paper all
definitions over trace expressions consider ϑ:τ as a base case, if we restrict our
trace expressions to be contractive, all our definitions and proofs can be done295
inductively (rather than coinductively). Also at the implementation level, trace
expressions becomes considerably simpler. For this reason, in the rest of the
paper we will only consider contractive trace expressions.
We can specify the semantics of trace expressions by the transition relation
δ ⊆ T× E× T, where T and E denote the set of trace expressions and of events,300
respectively. We write τ1
e→ τ2 to mean (τ1, e, τ2) ∈ δ. If we have the trace
expression τ1 that specifies the current valid state of the system, we say that an
event e is valid iff there exists a transition τ1
e→ τ2. In such a case, τ2 denotes
the next valid state of the system. Otherwise, the event e is not considered a
9
(prefix)
ϑ:τ
e→ τ
e∈ϑ (or-l)
τ1
e→ τ ′1
τ1∨τ2 e→ τ ′1
(or-r)
τ2
e→ τ ′2
τ1∨τ2 e→ τ ′2
(and)
τ1
e→ τ ′1 τ2 e→ τ ′2
τ1∧τ2 e→ τ ′1∧τ ′2
(shuﬄe-l)
τ1
e→ τ ′1
τ1|τ2 e→ τ ′1|τ2
(shuﬄe-r)
τ2
e→ τ ′2
τ1|τ2 e→ τ1|τ ′2
(cat-l)
τ1
e→ τ ′1
τ1·τ2 e→ τ ′1·τ2
(cat-r)
τ2
e→ τ ′2
τ1·τ2 e→ τ ′2
(τ1)
(cond-t)
τ
e→ τ ′
ϑτ e→ ϑτ ′
e∈ϑ (cond-f)
ϑτ e→ ϑτ
e 6∈ϑ
Figure 1: Operational semantics of trace expressions
(-empty)
()
(-or-l)
(τ1)
(τ1∨τ2) (-or-r)
(τ2)
(τ1∨τ2) (-shuﬄe)
(τ1) (τ2)
(τ1|τ2)
(-cat)
(τ1) (τ2)
(τ1·τ2) (-and)
(τ1) (τ2)
(τ1∧τ2) (-cond)
(τ)
(ϑτ)
Figure 2: Empty trace containment
valid event in the current state denoted by τ1. Figure 1 defines the inductive305
rules for the transition function.
In Figure 1 we reported the rules for the transition relation δ that define
the non empty traces of a trace expression. While in Figure 2, we inductively
define the ( ) predicate by its rules; through this predicate we specify trace
expressions that can contain the empty trace . If (τ) holds, then the empty310
trace is a valid trace for τ (in this way we can also recognize finite sequences of
events, definitely important in RV).
The set of traces JτK denoted by a trace expression τ is totally defined on
top of the transition relation δ, and the predicate ( ). Since JτK may contain
infinite traces, the definition of JτK is coinductive.315
Definition 3. For all possibly infinite event traces u and trace expressions τ ,
u ∈ JτK is coinductively defined as follows:
• either u =  and (τ) holds,
• or u = e u′, and there exists τ ′ s.t. τ e→ τ ′ and u′ ∈ Jτ ′K hold.
Deterministic trace expressions. There are trace expressions τ for which the320
problem of word recognition is less efficient because of non determinism. We
can have non determinism inside our trace expressions caused by the use of
the union, shuﬄe, and concatenation operators. These are the only operators
that can introduce non determinism because for each of them two possibly
overlapping transition rules are defined.325
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In the rest of the paper we focus only on deterministic trace expressions:
in fact, the problem of word recognition is simpler and more efficient in the
deterministic case.
Deterministic trace expressions are defined as follows.
Definition 4. Let τ be a trace expression; τ is deterministic if for all finite330
event traces σ, if τ
σ→ τ ′ and τ σ→ τ ′′ are valid, then Jτ ′K = Jτ ′′K.
Stack example. Always in the object-oriented scenario, besides the already in-
troduced event type safe(o) s.t. e ∈ safe(o) iff e = o.isEmpty , we define the
following other event types:
Jpop(o)K = {o.pop}, Jtop(o)K = {o.top}, Jpush(o)K = {o.push},335 Jstack(o)K = {o.pop, o.top, o.push, o.isEmpty},Junsafe(o)K = {o.pop, o.top, o.push}.
Our purpose now is to specify through the Stack trace expression all and
only the safe traces of method invocations on a stack object o (initially empty).
Safety requires that methods top and pop can never be invoked on o when o340
represents the empty stack.
More in details, a trace of method invocations on a given object having
identity o is correct iff any finite prefix does not contain more pop(o) event
types than push(o), and the event type top(o) can appear only if the number
of pop(o) event types is strictly less than the number of push(o) event types345
occurring before top(o).
The Stack trace expression is deterministic and is defined as follows:
Stack = Any∧unsafe(o)Unsafe
Any = ∨stack(o):Any
Unsafe = ∨(push(o):(Unsafe|(Tops · (pop(o):∨))))
Tops = ∨top(o):Tops
A correct stack trace can be specified by Stack where we have the intersec-
tion of Any and unsafe(o)Unsafe; Any specifies any possible trace of method
invocations on stack objects, whereas if an event has type unsafe(o), then it has
to verify the trace expression Unsafe, which requires that a push event must350
precede a possibly empty trace of top events, which, in turn, must precede an
optional event pop; the expression is shuﬄed with itself, since any push event
can be safely shuﬄed with a top or a pop event.
3.2. Trace expressions vs LTL3
Before going into the details of the original contents of the paper, we need to355
briefly summarize the relation between LTL3 and the trace expression formalism.
LTL3 is the three-valued semantics of LTL that has been proposed in [40]
to be used for RV purposes. With LTL3 we can focus on finite traces because a
third truth value “?” is introduced to specify that after a finite trace of events
has occurred, the outcome of a monitor can be inconclusive. That is a big360
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difference with respect to LTL, where all the traces of events are supposed to
be always infinite.
Trace expressions semantics implicitly models the RV limitation to finite
traces of events. Thus, when we are interested in comparing the trace expression
formalism with LTL, we have to consider the three-valued semantics (so they365
are both applied to a RV scenario).
In [13] the authors demonstrated that when the three-valued semantics is
considered, then trace expressions are strictly more expressive than LTL. In the
following we report the summary of the demonstration.
The intuition is based on the fact that all LTL formulas ϕ, can be represented370
as a Finite State Machine (FSM), which is a Deterministic Finite Automaton
(DFA). Meaning that, the behavior of the resulting FSM respects the LTL3
semantics of ϕ.
The sequence of steps required to generate from an LTL formula ϕ an FSM
that respects the LTL3 semantics of ϕ [40] is summarized in Figure 3.375
Input (1)Formula (2)NBA (3)Emptiness per state (4)NFA (5)DFA (6)FSM
ϕ // Aϕ // Fϕ // Aˆϕ // A˜ϕ
((
ϕ
66
((
Mϕ
¬ϕ // A¬ϕ // F¬ϕ // Aˆ¬ϕ // A˜¬ϕ
66
Figure 3: Steps required to generate a FSM from an LTL formula ϕ, where NBA is the acronym
for Nondeterministic Bu¨chi Automaton and NFA for Nondeterministic Finite Automaton.
To translate an LTL formula ϕ into a trace expression τ s.t. the three-
valued semantics is preserved, we exploit the result presented in [40]. First, ϕ is
translated into an equivalent FSM Mϕ, then Mϕ is translated into an equivalent
contractive and deterministic trace expression τϕ.
The latter translation is defined as follows:380
• if the initial state returns >, then ϕ is a tautology, and the corresponding
trace expression is the constant 1;
• if the initial state returns ⊥, then ϕ is a unsatisfiable, and the correspond-
ing trace expression is the constant 0;
• if the initial state returns ?, then the corresponding trace expression is385
defined by a finite set of equations X1 = τ1, . . . , Xn = τn, where n is the
number of states in Mϕ that return ?. The expressions τi are defined as
follows: let k be the number of states q1, . . . , qk that do not return ⊥ for
which there exists an incoming edge, labeled with the element ai ∈ 2AP ,
from the node associated with Xi; we know that k > 0, because the node390
associated with Xi returns ?. Then τi = a1:f(q1)∨ . . .∨ak:f(qk), where
f(q) is defined as follows: if q returns >, then f(q) = 1, otherwise (that
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is, q returns ?), f(q) = Xq (that is, the variable uniquely associated with
q is returned).
In [13] it is also presented the theorem supporting the correctness of this395
translation.
4. Trace expressions Model Checking
In this section, we present the model checking process used to check if an
LTL property is satisfied by a trace expression.
Given a trace expression τ , we want to verify if an LTL property ϕ is satisfied400
by all the traces recognized by τ . To achieve this, we can follow this 3-steps
algorithm:
1. Rewrite τ obtaining its abstraction τ ′ (over-approximation). Following the
definition of JτK (Definition 3), given as the set of traces denoted by the
trace expression τ , we have that Jτ ′K ⊇ JτK.405
2. Translate τ ′ into an equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ ′ .
3. Compute the product of Bτ ′ and B¬ϕ. If the product accepts some traces,
τ does not satisfy ϕ and a trace representing the counterexample is raised.
4.1. 1st step: Rewriting
The first step is the most important one, in fact, it consists in translating a410
given trace expression to a trace expression representing its over-approximation.
This phase is necessary because, in general, it is not always possible to translate
a trace expression into an equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton; this is due to expres-
siveness differences. We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of
formal languages and of ω-regular languages, see for example [41, 42, 43]. A415
Bu¨chi Automaton recognizes ω-regular languages while trace expressions can
represent more expressive languages ([13] for more details) that can be also ω-
context-free and ω-context-sensitive. Consequently, we have to manage all trace
expressions which are too expressive (through abstraction).
Non-expansive trace expressions. As analyzed by Ancona et al. in [13], trace420
expressions are a formalism more expressive than LTL when used for RV pur-
poses. In particular, trace expressions are able to recognize also context-free and
context-sensitive languages (and the corresponding ω version). This expressiv-
ity is due to the presence of expansive terms which allow trace expressions, for
instance, to count events (necessary for recognizing context-free languages, such425
as anbn).
Definition 5. A concatenation τ = τ1·τ2 is expansive if τ is a subtree of τ1.
Example 1. An example of an expansive concatenation term is:Jϑ1K = {e1} Jϑ2K = {e2}
τ = τ1·τ2 τ1 = (ϑ1:τ)∨ τ2 = ϑ2:430
τ
e1→ (τ1·τ2)·τ2 e1→ ((τ1·τ2)·τ2)·τ2 e1→ (((τ1·τ2)·τ2)·τ2)·τ2 e1→ ...
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Definition 6. A shuﬄe τ = τ1|τ2 is expansive if τ is a subtree of τ1 or τ2.
Example 2. An example of an expansive shuﬄe term is:Jϑ1K = {e1} Jϑ2K = {e2}
τ = τ1|τ2 τ1 = ϑ1: τ2 = ϑ2:τ435
τ
e2→ τ1|(τ1|τ2) e2→ τ1|(τ1|(τ1|τ2)) e2→ τ1|(τ1|(τ1|(τ1|τ2))) e2→ ...
Non-expansive trace expressions are defined as follows.
Definition 7. Let τ be a trace expression; τ is non-expansive if it does not
contain neither expansive concatenations nor expansive shuﬄes terms.
Below we report the pseudocode of a recursive implementation of the rewrite440
function (Algorithm 1). This algorithm takes three arguments, that are: the
trace expression we want to over-approximate, a map of dangerous trace expres-
sions (dangerous), a set of already seen trace expressions (safe ∪ dangerous),
and it returns the over-approximation of the trace expression.
The most interesting part of the algorithm concerns the expansive terms445
recognition. As we have already seen before, an expansive term is a term con-
taining or a concatenation (τ1 · τ2) having a cycle in the head, or a shuﬄe (τ1 |
τ2) containing a cycle in its left or right branch (expansive concatenations/shuf-
fles). In order to recognize them, we have to remember the trace expressions
we have already visited during the exploration of the trace expression’s subtrees450
differentiating between safe and dangerous cycles. To achieve this, we maintain
in memory the history of all visited states {safe ∪ dangerous} and the history
of the dangerous states. In this way, we can detect if a cycle is expansive, or
not, simply searching inside the dangerous map, which must be updated each
time we find a new concatenation (or shuﬄe) operator.455
More precisely, the dangerous map can be represented as a set of tuples
(TExp, Danger) that the algorithm uses to keep track of possibly expansive
cycles; where, Danger ∈ {maybe, true}, meaning that, if (t, true) ∈ danger-
ous, t is an expansive term and we have to rewrite it, while, if (t, maybe) ∈
dangerous, we have already seen t in the analysis of TExp and it could be an460
expansive term because it contains a concatenation or a shuﬄe subtree. Con-
cluding, if both (t, true) and (t, maybe) /∈ dangerous, it means that t is not
considered, for now, a dangerous term, because we do not have encounter any
concatenation or shuﬄe subtree inside it.
Before going into the details of the algorithm implementation, it could be465
useful showing what we obtain when we apply it to a simplified version of the
stack example.
Example 3. Considering a stack object, we define the set of correct traces, hav-
ing only the methods push and pop.
470 JϑpushK = {o.push} JϑpopK = {o.pop}
τ = τpush · τpop
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τpush = ϑpush : (τ ∨ )
τpop = ϑpop : 475
rewrite(τ, {}, {}) → τ ′
τ ′ = τ ′push · τ ′pop
τ ′push = (ϑpush : ) · (τ ′push ∨ )
τ ′pop = (ϑpop : ) · (τ ′pop ∨ )480
Before going on with the presentation of the rewrite algorithm’s pseudocode,
we can spend some words on this example. Starting from our trace expression
τ , we want to obtain a trace expression τ ′, such that JτK ⊆ Jτ ′K (τ ′ is an over-
approximation of τ). We can easily note that simply deriving the two languages
defined by τ and τ ′
JτK = {o.pushno.popn|n ∈ N+} ∪ {o.pushω}
Jτ ′K = {o.pushno.popm|n ∈ N+,m ∈ N} ∪ {o.pushω} ∪ {o.pushno.popω|n ∈ N+}
and, since {o.pushno.popn|n ∈ N+} ⊆ {o.pushno.popm|n ∈ N+,m ∈ N}, we
conclude that JτK ⊆ Jτ ′K. Intuitively, we have just passed from a context-free
language to a regular language. With τ we defined that a trace of events con-
taining o.push and o.pop was a correct trace iff the number of o.push was equal
to the number of o.pop (with also the possibility of having an infinite number of485
o.push8). With τ ′ we want to reduce instead the expressivity relaxing our con-
straints. In this specific case, since we are counting and constraining the number
of events (making the recognized language at least context-free), when we relax
the constraints reducing the expressivity we can simply stop counting the events.
Practically speaking, we can just stop forcing o.push and o.pop to have the same490
cardinality. Removing this constraint it is easy to note that the language we
are recognizing now is not context-free anymore, but it is regular. We will show
in the the rest of the paper that these kinds of over-approximations allow us to
have a more suitable representation of our specifications, in particular, when we
are interested in verifying them statically.495
In Algorithm 1 we reported the pseudocode of the rewrite function. In the
following we describe step by step all the cases handled by the algorithm.
The first case (line 1) tackled is when the trace expression texp is the empty
trace . This is the simplest case because we do not have to rewrite anything
and we just return the empty trace .500
The second case (line 3) handles the presence of dangerous cycles. If texp
belongs already to the dangerous set9, it means that texp is a cyclic term (since
it is in dangerous we have already seen it), and it is a subtree of the head of
a concatenation term or of a shuﬄe term. Consequently, texp is an expansive
8Until we see the first o.pop a monitor can not say if the trace is good o not and consequently
we accept also the infinite trace of o.push.
9We do not care if it is maybe or true, because now force it to be true.
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Algorithm 1 Rewrite function’s pseudocode
function TExp rewrite(texp, dangerous, already seen){
1: if texp =  then
2: return 
3: else if (texp, ) ∈ dangerous then
4: remove (texp, maybe) from dangerous
5: /*texp already visited, we are in a dangerous term*/
add (texp, true) to dangerous
6: return 
7: else if texp ∈ already seen then
8: return rewritten(texp, already seen) /*texp visited, we are not in dangerous term*/
9: else if texp matches head · tail then
10: /*update the set of texps already visited*/
already seen1 = (already seen ∪ {texp})
11:
/*example: {(s1, true), (s2, maybe)} ∪ {s1, s2, s3} =
{(s1, true), (s2, maybe), (s3, maybe)}*/
dangerous head = dangerous ∪ already seen1
12: /*rewrite the head subterm*/
new head = rewrite(head, dangerous head, already seen1)
13: if {t | t ∈ already seen1 and (t, true) ∈ dangerous head} 6= Ø then
14: /*the concatenation is expansive, thus rewrite the tail subterm*/
dangerous tail = dangerous ∪ already seen1
15: new tail = rewrite(tail, dangerous tail, already seen1)
16: /*create new head and new tail*/
T1 = new head · (T1 ∨ )
17: T2 = new tail · (T2 ∨ )
18: return T1 · T2
19: else
20: remove already seen1 from dangerous
21: new tail = rewrite(tail, dangerous, already seen1)
22: return new head · new tail /*there are no cycles*/
23: else if texp matches left | right then
24: already seen1 = (already seen ∪ {texp})
25: dangerous left = (dangerous ∪ already seen1)
26: dangerous right = (dangerous ∪ already seen1)
27: /*dangerous variables refer to different objects*/
new left = rewrite(left, dangerous left, already seen1)
28: new right = rewrite(right, dangerous right, already seen1)
29: dangerous = dangerous left ∪ dangerous right
30: t = {t’ | t′ ∈ already seen1 and (t’, true) ∈ dangerous}
31: if t 6= Ø then
32: T1 = new left · T1
33: T2 = new right · T2
34: return T1 | T2
35: else
36: return new left | new right
37: else if texp matches left ∨ right then
38: /*(the same for ∧)*/
already seen1 = copy(already seen ∪ {texp})
39: new left = rewrite(left, dangerous, already seen1)
40: new right = rewrite(right, dangerous, already seen1)
41: return new left ∨ new right /*(the same for ∧)*/
42: else if texp matches prefix : body then
43: /*(the same for )*/
already seen1 = copy(already seen ∪ {texp})
44: new body = rewrite(body, dangerous, already seen1)
45: return prefix : new body /*(the same for )*/
}
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term and we have to update the dangerous set (now we know it is true). After505
that, we return  (why  will be clear in the fourth and fifth cases).
The third case (line 7) considers the safe cycles. We are not inside the
head of a concatenation nor a shuﬄe, otherwise texp would have been inside
the dangerous set (second case). Consequently, if texp belongs to the set of
the already seen trace expressions, it means that we have found a cycle that510
is not dangerous. We can not return directly texp, because texp is the old
version that can be expansive. Instead, we want to return the new rewritten
version of texp. In all the cases of the algorithm, each time we update the set
of already seen trace expressions, we also implicitly add the rewritten version
of the trace expression10. In this way, when we encounter a safe cycle we can515
just return the term that will contain the non-expansive rewritten version of
texp. We can achieve this using a function called rewritten that, given a trace
expression and a set of already seen trace expressions, returns the rewritten
version.
The fourth case (line 9) is one of the complex cases. Here we handle the520
concatenation terms. The first thing we have to do is to update the set of
already seen trace expressions adding texp (the current one). After that, dif-
ferently from the other simple cases, we have to update also the dangerous set,
merging it with the set of already seen states. Since now we are approaching to
analyze the head of the concatenation, all the terms we have already encounter525
can cause an expansion of our term, because texp is a subtree of each one of
them. First of all, we need to analyze the head of the concatenation, if we find
a cycle, we handle it as a bad one (second case) and not as a good one (first
case). This is totally derived from the definition of expansive concatenation
(Definition 5). If we find a dangerous cycle inside the head (the if statement at530
line 13), we have to rewrite first the tail, and after that, we can construct the
new trace expression corresponding to the over-approximation of our expansive
concatenation. We can obtain that concatenating the new head with the new
tail (line 18). Naturally, we have also the good scenario where our concatenation
is not expansive, and this can be derived from the absence of dangerous cycles535
inside the head of the concatenation. In this scenario, we do not change the
structure of the concatenation and we limit to concatenate the rewritten head
with the rewritten tail. Even though the concatenation is not expansive, there
might be expansive terms inside the head or the tail that have been rewritten
from the rewrite function (expansive terms not influencing our concatenation540
because we have checked it at line 13). Before going on with the fifth case, it is
time to motivate why at the second step we returned . In order to understand
this, it is enough to see what we do with the rewritten head returned by the
function and saved into the variable new head. We create a new term (line 16)
concatenating new head with itself. If we think about the original head of the545
10Even though it is not ready, we can add a reference to the term that will be unified with
it (in SWI-Prolog, on which the algorithm is actually implemented, we can easily obtain this
using free variables).
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concatenation, where now we have an , before we had a cycle that made the
concatenation expansive. This cycle allowed the concatenation to accumulate
a new tail and restart consuming a new head (and so on). If we remove this
cycle, we have to simulate the same behavior without the accumulation of the
tail. To do so, we can substitute the cycle with a  and combine the new head550
so generated with itself. In this way we obtain a cycle on the content of the
head, as we were doing before but without the accumulation of the tail. To
simulate this accumulation we can just do the same thing for the tail, we con-
catenate the new tail with itself and we conclude concatenating the two terms
so generated (line 18). In this way, before we could consume n time the head555
concatenating with the expansion of the term n times the tail, now, we simply
consume a certain number of times n the head without accumulating and, after
that, we consume a certain number of times m the tail (where n and m might
be different).
The fifth case (line 23) is the other complex case and it is very similar to the560
fourth one. Here we handle the shuﬄe terms. Also in this case, we first update
the set of already seen terms and then we update the dangerous set considering
all the super terms of the shuﬄe (the terms that have texp as subtree). After
that, we check if we have found a bad cycle inside the left or the right operand,
and if so, we rewrite the shuﬄe using the two new rewritten versions obtained565
from the two function calls. As it was for the concatenation term, also here
we might have found a good shuﬄe term; consequently, we just construct the
new trace expression combining the two rewritten operand terms (left and right)
with the shuﬄe operator. This is totally derived from the definition of expansive
shuﬄe (Definition 6).570
In both the fourth and fifth cases, we expect that, if the subtrees of texp are
not dangerous and do not contain any other expansive terms, texp is rewritten
into itself.
The sixth case (line 37) handles the union terms (equivalently also the inter-
section terms). If texp is an union term, we simply apply the rewrite function575
to its operands and we combine the results so obtained using the union opera-
tor. Since the union operator does not introduce expansivity per se, we do not
have to update the dangerous set (only concatenations and shuﬄes introduce
expansivity, Definition 5 and 6).
The seventh case (line 42) handles the prefix terms (equivalently also the580
filter terms). If texp is a filter term, we simply apply the rewrite function to the
remaining of the trace expression. The result will be combined again with the
prefix operator, and then returned.
Removing the expansive subtrees (subterms) from our trace expression, we
obtain a spurious solution, namely a solution representing a bigger set of traces;585
this is entirely due to the fact that only using expansive terms, as cyclic con-
catenations and shuﬄes, trace expressions are able to recognize languages more
expressive than regular. But, having a less expressive trace expression (the over-
approximation) we can translate it to an equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton (second
step of the algorithm).590
Before going on with the presentation of the second step that presents how
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to translate the rewritten trace expression to its equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton,
we have to spend more words on the correctness of the rewrite algorithm. In
particular, we have to show that the trace expression returned by it is actually
an over-approximation. In order to show this, we have to think about what we595
are trying to do with the rewrite function, that is to remove all the expansive
subtrees from our trace expression. Consequently, we can show the correctness
of our approach through two steps:
1. First of all, we have to show that given a trace expression τ , the rewrite al-
gorithm removes all expansive subtrees from it returning the corresponding600
trace expression τ ′, after that,
2. we have to show that such trace expression τ ′ is an over-approximation of
τ , meaning that JτK ⊆ Jτ ′K.
In order to prove the rewrite algorithm removes all the expansive subtrees
we have to recall briefly which kind of expansive subtrees we can have, that605
are expansive concatenations (Definition 5) and expansive shuﬄes (Definition
6). But, what actually makes a concatenation expansive? As we have already
seen previously, a concatenation is expansive if the entire concatenation is a
subtree of its head. For instance, τ = (ϑpush :(τ∨))·(ϑpop :) is an expansive
concatenation because τ is inside the head. In the same way, we can recall610
when a shuﬄe is expansive, namely when the entire shuﬄe is inside the left or
the right operand. For instance, τ = (ϑpush :τ)|(ϑpop :) is an expansive shuﬄe
because τ is inside the left operand (left subtree of the shuﬄe).
Now we show that, starting from an expansive concatenation, the rewrite
algorithm removes all the expansive subtrees (the reasoning about the shuﬄe615
is almost the same). Recalling the algorithm’s pseudocode presented in Algo-
rithm 1, when τ is a concatenation we fall in the fourth case (line 9). The
first thing that the algorithm does is updating the set of already seen terms,
since now we are analyzing τ , we will add τ to it. After that, since we are in
a concatenation, we also update the dangerous set adding τ with value maybe620
(we do not know if it is really dangerous or not yet). Now we can call recur-
sively the rewrite function on the head of the concatenation, passing the new
updated sets. If the concatenation is expansive, that means we will encounter
it again during the evaluation of the head. Since before going into the head
we updated the dangerous set, if we encounter the concatenation during the625
evaluation of the head, we fall into the second step (line 3), because τ belongs
to the dangerous set (with value maybe). At this point we know that we are
analyzing an expansive subtree for sure. Thus, we can stop analysing it and
we can just return back . The new head is obtained simply concatenating the
head returned by the recursive call of the rewrite function, with itself (line 16).630
The new tail is also obtained in the same way (line 17). Consequently, the new
concatenation is just the concatenation of the new head with the new tail (line
18). As already anticipated when we commented the pseudocode presented in
Algorithm 1, combining the new head with the new tail we are simulating the
previous behavior without counting the events. The rest of the term structure635
is unchanged. Considering again the example sketched before, we do not count
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o.push and o.pop anymore, but we preserve their order. For instance, it will
never happen that o.push is observed after o.pop (and so on).
For the expansive shuﬄe terms is almost the same. We update the dangerous
set, we evaluate the left and right operands and once the rewritten versions are640
returned, we simply concatenate the left operand with itself (the same for the
right operand) and we construct the result as the shuﬄe of the two terms so
constructed.
Now that we have shown informally that given a trace expression τ the
rewrite function remove the expansive cycles returning the rewritten version τ ′;645
we have to show that τ ′ is an over-approximation of τ .
If τ is an expansive trace expression, it means that contains expansive con-
catenations or expansive shuﬄes inside. When the rewrite function finds an
expansive concatenation, it rewrites it simulating its behavior without the ac-
cumulation of the tail. As we have shown before, we obtain in this way a new650
non-expansive concatenation where the number of events generated consuming
the head is independent from the number of events generated consuming the
tail. But if it is so, it means that the new concatenation generates a bigger
set of events, namely JτK ⊆ Jτ ′K. Thus, we can conclude that τ ′ is an over-
approximation of τ (a similar reasoning can be done also for expansive shuﬄe655
terms).
Now that we have finished to present the first step of the algorithm and we
have obtained the over-approximation of our trace expression, we can show how
we can translate such trace expression into an equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton.
4.2. 2nd step: Translation660
The second step consists in the translation of the trace expression, which was
previously rewritten, in an equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton recognizing the same
language (set of traces).
Since this trace expression does not contain expansive terms (we removed
them in the first step), we can translate it directly simulating the δ transition665
relation.
Given a non-expansive trace expression τ :
1. create a Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ with an initial state T0 associated to τ .
2. create a queue of couples Q containing the couple (τ , T0).
3. extract the first couple (τi, Ti) from Q, knowing that the set of events670
which belong to an event types is finite, for each event e s.t τi
e→ τ ′i :
• if τ ′i = , considering ψ a special event which does not belong to our
set of possible events, we create a new state Tψ and we add Ti
ψ→Tψ,
Tψ
ψ→Tψ and we make Ti final (if Tψ already exists, we add only the
edge from Ti to it).675
• otherwise if τ ′i has already been seen before, we retrieve the corre-
sponding automaton’s state Tr and we add Ti
e→Tr and we make Tr
final.
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• otherwise, we create a new state T’i associated to τ ′i and we add
Ti
e→T′i.680
4. if Q is not empty, we restart from the point 3.
At the end of this process we obtain the Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ equivalent to
τ (see Theorem 1).
The ψ special event is used to make acceptable by the Bu¨chi Automaton
also the finite traces. In this way, if τ recognizes the finite trace σ = abcd,685
the corresponding Bu¨chi Automaton will recognize the trace u = abcdψω. It
is important that the ψ event must not belong to the set of handled events in
order to avoid False Negative results, where the ψ could make an LTL property
erroneously satisfied by u.
Example 4. Considering the same τ ′ obtained at the end of Example 3, we690
create the following Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ ′ :
T0start
T1T3 T2
o.p
u
sho.push
o.pop
o.push
o.pop
Figure 4: Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ ′
In Example 4, the trace expression τ ′ and the corresponding Bu¨chi Automa-
ton represent a superset of the traces recognized by the initial trace expression
τ . In particular, we lose the ability to bind the number of o.push with the
number of o.pop events. In fact, we can only represent traces where we have695
a number npush of o.push before a number npop of o.pop, with npush 6= npop
possibly. Thus, we have conserved only the causality between o.push and o.pop.
Lemma 1. Given a trace expression τ , if τ is non-expansive then the set of
trace expressions that can be obtained starting from τ in an arbitrary number of
steps is finite.700
Proof. If τ is non-expansive we do not fall back in the cases like that showed
in Example 1 and Example 2 where we have a trace expression generating an
infinite set of new states (through term expansion). Removing all the expan-
sive concatenations and shuﬄes, we have trace expressions that in an arbitrary
number of steps become  (we can terminate because we have no more steps to705
do) or become a trace expression already seen (we can terminate because we
have already visited this trace expression). This is easy to note considering the
operational semantics of trace expressions (see Section 3.1).
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Theorem 1. Let τ be a non-expansive trace expression, the Bu¨chi Automaton
Bτ obtained simulating the δ transition relation is equivalent to τ and it is always710
computable (Lemma 1), thus
∀u infinite trace.u ∈ Jτ ′K ⇐⇒ Bτ ′ accepts u
∀σ finite trace.σ ∈ Jτ ′K ⇐⇒ Bτ ′ accepts σ·ψω.
Proof. It follows directly from the Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ ′ construction.
4.3. 3rd step: Product715
The last step consists in the real model checking phase.
In the previous steps, starting from a trace expression τ representing our
model we generated its over-approximation τ ′ to have a model expressive as a
Bu¨chi Automaton (1st step), after that we translated τ ′ to its corresponding
Bu¨chi Automaton representation Bτ ′ (2nd step). The only step left to complete720
is check if an LTL property ϕ is satisfied by the model Bτ ′ , or not.
As we presented in Section 3, we can follow an Automata-Based Model Check-
ing approach computing the product Bτ ′×¬ϕ between Bτ ′ and B¬ϕ. Once
Bτ ′×¬ϕ is created, we can test its emptiness, and if it is not we have found
a counterexample and we can conclude that τ ′ does not satisfy ϕ.725
To fill the gap we have to remind that τ and τ ′ are related.
Observation 1. JτK ⊆ Jτ ′K, τ ′ over-approximation of τ .
Since τ ′ is an over-approximation of τ and Bτ ′ is its automata representation,
if we do not find any traces (counterexample) which belongs to Bτ ′×¬ϕ, we can
deduce:730
(from Theorem 1)
@u∈Bτ′ .u satisfies ¬ϕ ⇐⇒ @u∈Jτ ′K.u satisfies ¬ϕ
(from Observation 1)
@u∈Jτ ′K.u satisfies ¬ϕ =⇒ @u∈JτK.u satisfies ¬ϕ
In this way, we can conclude that, if the over-approximation τ ′ satisfies ϕ735
(no counterexample has been found) then also τ satisfies ϕ. From Observation
1 we can deduce the implication for only one direction ( =⇒ ) because, since we
are over-approximating our model, there could exist a counterexample trace u
which does not satisfy ϕ s.t u ∈ Jτ ′K but u /∈ JτK (False Positive).
One of the main advantages of following a standardized approach as the740
Automata-Based Model Checking is that, once we have obtained the Bu¨chi Au-
tomaton Bτ ′×¬ϕ, we can represent it directly using an existent and well-know
programming language as PROMELA inside the popular open-source software
verification tool SPIN11.
11http://spinroot.com/spin/
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5. Experiments745
In the following we continue to use the stack example used in the rest of the
paper. We show an experiment of use of our SWI-Prolog implementation of the
3-steps algorithm presented in Section 4.
Inside the SWI-Prolog environment, starting from our trace expression T
representing our very simple stack, we first rewrite T into the corresponding750
non-expansive abstraction Tr (1st Step) using the corresponding rewrite pred-
icate, then we translate Tr into the equivalent Bu¨chi Automaton Buchi (2nd
Step) using the corresponding translate predicate, finally we create a promela
file stack.pml containing the Buchi representation and the LTL property that
we want to check (for instance, eventually pop (<>(pop))).755
?- T = ((push:(T\/epsilon))*(pop:epsilon)),
rewrite(T, Tr), translate(Tr, Buchi),
write_promela_file(stack, Buchi, ‘(<>(pop))’).
760
The previous SWI-Prolog implementation corresponds to the first two steps
of our 3-steps algorithm (Section 4.1 and 4.2). This execution brings to the
creation of the stack.pml file.
In the following we report the stack.pml content so obtained.
765
bool epsilon = 0;
bool pop = 0;
bool push = 0;
active proctype stack() {770
S0_init:
if
:: skip -> d_step { push=1; epsilon=0; pop=0 } goto accept_S1
fi
accept_S1:775
if
:: skip -> d_step { push=1; epsilon=0; pop=0 } goto S2
fi
S2:
if780
:: skip -> d_step { pop=1; epsilon=0; push=0 } goto accept_S3
:: skip -> d_step { push=1; epsilon=0; pop=0 } goto accept_S1
fi
accept_S3:
if785
:: skip -> d_step { epsilon=1; pop=0; push=0 } goto accept_Seps
:: skip -> d_step { pop=1; epsilon=0; push=0 } goto accept_S3
fi
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accept_Seps:
if790
:: skip -> d_step { epsilon=1; pop=0; push=0 } goto accept_Seps
fi
}
ltl { (<>(pop)) }795
This file is the promela code corresponding to the Bu¨chi Automaton pre-
sented in Figure 4.
The states in promela correspond to the Bu¨chi Automaton states; for in-
stance, S0_init corresponds to T0 in Figure 4 (and similarly for all the other800
states involved). Also the Bu¨chi Automaton transitions are translated into the
promela code, in particular using the d_step construct. For instance, the o.push
transition from T0 to T1 is translated into d_step{push=1;epsilon=0;pop=0}
from S0_init to accept_S1. In Figure 4, T1 was an accepting state and so it
is in promela. The accept_* pattern is the one used in promela to represent805
accepting states.
Finally, having the Bu¨chi Automaton representation of our trace expression
resulting from the 2nd Step, we can do the product between Buchi and the LTL
property (Section 4.3) directly inside the SPIN model checker (3rd Step).
First of all, using the stack.pml file, we generate a verifier (model checker)810
for the specification.
In the shell we write:
-$ spin -a stack.pml
The output generated is a C file, named pan.c, that can be compiled to produce815
an executable verifier.
In the shell we compile the pan.c file obtaining the executable corresponding
to our verifier.
-$ gcc pan.c -o stack_verifier820
Then, we can run the verifier. Since the LTL property that we want to check
is a liveness property, we have to add the -a flag in order to find acceptance
cycles (violations are infinite executions).
-$ ./stack_verifier -a825
pan:1: acceptance cycle (at depth 4)
...
State-vector 28 byte, depth reached 12, errors: 1
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8 states, stored (10 visited)
0 states, matched830
10 transitions (= visited+matched)
0 atomic steps
...
As we can see, the verifier finds an acceptance cycle (that is a violation of
the LTL property). Using the -r flag we can read and execute the trail file835
(generated in the previous step) containing the counterexample trace.
-$ ./stack_verifier -r
MSC: ~G 4
1: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]840
2: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:8 (state 7) [(1)]
3: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]
4: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:8 (state 5) [D_STEP8]
<<<<<START OF CYCLE>>>>>
5: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]845
6: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:12 (state 15) [(1)]
7: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]
8: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:12 (state 13) [D_STEP12]
9: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]
10: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:16 (state 29) [(1)]850
11: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) [(!((pop)))]
12: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:17 (state 27) [D_STEP17]
spin: trail ends after 12 steps
#processes 2:
12: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:4 (state 3) (invalid end state)855
(!((pop)))
12: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:12 (state 15) (invalid end state)
(1)
global vars:
bit pop: 0860
local vars proc 1 (stack):
This cycle corresponds to the infinite trace containing only the push event.
Consequently, it is not true that our specification recognizes only traces where
<>(pop) is satisfied. In fact, o.pushω ∈ JτK (that is exactly the trace causing
the generation of the trail file reported above).865
We can try to check another LTL property. This time a safety property,
for instance, globally push ([](push)). As before, we execute the predicates
corresponding to the two first steps of the algorithm directly inside SWI-Prolog
(passing the new LTL property as argument). After that we can compile the870
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new pan.c file generated with the -DSAFETY flag. Since the LTL formula is a
safety property we need to search for assertion violations (violations are finite
executions).
Finally we can run the model checker obtaining the following result.
875
-$ ./stack_verifier
pan:1: assertion violated !( !((push))) (at depth 12)
...
State-vector 20 byte, depth reached 12, errors: 1
7 states, stored880
0 states, matched
7 transitions (= stored+matched)
0 atomic steps
...
Also here, we find a counterexample that violates our LTL property. This885
time, since we are verifying a safety property, we search for a state violating an
assertion.
As we did for the previous experiment, also here we can see the trail file
generated by the model checker.
890
-$ ./stack_verifier -r
MSC: ~G 3
1: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]
2: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:8 (state 7) [(1)]
3: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]895
4: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:8 (state 5) [D_STEP8]
5: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]
6: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:12 (state 15) [(1)]
7: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]
8: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:12 (state 13) [D_STEP12]900
9: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]
10: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:16 (state 29) [(1)]
11: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) [(1)]
12: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:16 (state 21) [D_STEP16]
pan:1: assertion violated !( !((push))) (at depth 13)905
spin: trail ends after 13 steps
#processes 2:
13: proc 0 (ltl_0) stack.pml:3 (state 6) (invalid end state)
(!((push)))
(1)910
13: proc 1 (stack) stack.pml:21 (state 43) (invalid end state)
(1)
(1)
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global vars:
bit push: 0915
local vars proc 1 (stack):
Differently from the previous experiment, we do not search for cycles, be-
cause we are verifying a safety property, but we search for assertion violations.
As we can see in the trail file generated, we find a violation after 13 steps,
when our property is violated since push is not satisfied anymore (for instance,920
{o.push o.push o.pop o.pop} ∈ JτK and {o.push o.push o.pop o.pop} does not
satisfy [](push)).
6. Related Work
In [44], Bodden et al. define a formalism which allows to build expressive
formulae over temporal traces in an intuitive way as well as a complete im-925
plementation of that formalism, which instruments any given Java application
in bytecode form with appropriate runtime checks. That approach is similar
to ours, in fact, both pass through the automata theory to generate monitors
for finite prefixes. In [44], the LTL over pointcuts version of the formalism is
transformed into monitors (Deterministic Bu¨chi Automata) that are rewritten930
as advice in in AspectJ12, as in [13] where the trace expression formalism is
transformed into the corresponding automata representing the LTL313 monitor.
Session types are used to verify object-oriented languages in [46], where
the authors extend their work on session types for distributed object-oriented
languages in three ways:935
1. they attach a session type to a class definition, to specify the possible
sequences of method calls;
2. they allow a session type (protocol) implementation to be modularized, i.e.
partitioned into separately- callable methods;
3. they treat session-typed communication channels as objects, integrating940
their session types with the session types of classes.
Several papers by Dezani-Ciancaglini, Yoshida et al. [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]
have combined session types, as specifications of protocols on communication
channels, with the object-oriented paradigm. A characteristic of all of these
works is that a channel is always created and used within a single method call.945
LTL for Runtime Verification. In [52] the authors review LTL-derived logics
for finite traces from a RV perspective. In particular, a number of two-valued
semantics for LTL on finite traces have been proposed [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 11].
12https://eclipse.org/aspectj/
13LTL3 is a a three-valued semantics [45, 32] for LTL formulas, devised to adapt the standard
semantics to RV, to correctly consider the limitation that at runtime only finite traces can be
checked.
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As remarked in Section 3, LTL was first proposed for the formal verification
of computer programs (statically). In [13] the authors demonstrate that the950
trace expression formalism is strictly more expressive than LTL3 [45], which
is a 3-valued semantics (true, false, inconclusive) for LTL on finite traces (one
possible exploitation of LTL for RV). Thanks to the greater expressivity, we can
verify more complex properties at runtime, but, this greater expressivity brings
also complexity in the static analysis of our properties. If we generate our955
monitor starting from an LTL3 property (or other LTL semantics), we know by
construction that the monitor satisfies the property (supposing the generation
process to be correct). Instead, starting from a trace expression, we may have
a complex property which can be more expressive than a combination of LTL
properties. Consequently, we might be interested in checking if such kind of960
complex property still preserve a set of LTL properties (we do not have this by
construction). Naturally, even though we lose the correctness by construction,
using a more expressive formalism we can define more complex properties for
more complex scenarios.
Combining Static and Runtime Verification. In [58, 59], Schneider et al. present965
a tool StaRVOOrs which combines static and runtime verification of Java pro-
grams using partial results extracted from static verification to optimize the run-
time monitoring process. StaRVOOrs combines the deductive theorem prover
KeY [60] and the runtime verification tool LARVA [61], and uses properties writ-
ten using the ppDATE specification language which combines the control-flow970
property language DATE used in the runtime verification tool LARVA with
Hoare triples assigned to states. In [62], Lin Gui et al. propose to combine
testing (in particular, hypothesis testing) and model checking (in particular,
probabilistic model checking) for non-deterministic systems. Their idea is to
apply hypothesis testing to system components which are deterministic and use975
probabilistic model checking to lift the results through non-determinism. In
[63], Artho et al. show how to retain information from static analysis for RV,
or to compare the results of both techniques inside the NJuke [64] framework
for static and dynamic analysis of Java programs. In this framework, a static
analyzer looks for faults. Reports are then analyzed by a human, who writes980
test cases for each kind of fault reported. RV will then analyze the program
possibly confirming the fault as a failure or counterexample.
Global types and multi-party sessions. Global types are formal specifications
that describe communication protocols in terms of their global interactions.
The multi-party sessions are the projection of global types on the participants985
of the protocol. In [65] the authors show how the projection can be obtained
preserving soundness and completeness with respect to the set of traces of the
originating global type.
Though trace expressions and global types [65, 66, 67] are rather similar
(indeed, global types correspond to trace expressions without the concatenation990
and the intersection operators), the aim of trace expressions diverges from that
of global types for many reasons:
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• trace expressions are not intended to be used for annotating and statically
checking programs, but rather, for specifying properties that have to be
verified at runtime;995
• while global types are explicitly designed for describing multiparty inter-
actions between distributed components, trace expressions are meant as
a more general formalism which can be used for runtime verification of
different kinds of properties and systems;
• finally, trace expressions have a coinductive, rather than inductive, seman-1000
tics, hence they can denote sets containing infinite traces; this is important
for being able to verify systems that must not terminate.
Object-oriented languages. In the context of runtime verification of object-oriented
languages, there exist several formalisms for specifying valid or invalid traces
of method invocations. Program Query Language (PQL) [68] allows developers1005
to express a large class of application specific code patterns. PQL is more ex-
pressive than context-free languages, since its class of languages is that of the
closure of context-free languages combined with intersection, hence, the formal-
ism seems to be as expressive as trace expressions. However, no formal semantics
is defined for PQL, and it is not clear whether PQL queries can denote infinite1010
traces.
The jassda [69] framework and tool enable runtime checking of Java programs
against a CSP-like specification. Like in trace expressions, the trace semantics
of a process is defined by collecting all event sequences that are possible with
respect to the operational semantics. Processes are built with operators similar1015
to those of trace expressions, except for concatenation and intersection, which
are not supported by jassda. SAGA [70] is a tool for runtime verification of
properties of Java programs specified with attribute grammars. The implemen-
tation is based on four different components: a state-based assertion checker,
a parser generator, a debugger and a general tool for meta-programming. The1020
tool is extremely powerful and has been successfully applied to an industrial
case from the e-commerce with multi-threaded Java. The main difference w.r.t.
our approach is that SAGA has been developed for runtime checking of a com-
bination of protocol- and data-oriented properties of object-oriented programs,
whereas, at the moment, trace expressions have been successfully employed for1025
runtime verification of multiagent systems (trace expressions are totally inde-
pendent from their use and the implementation in the MAS context is only a
possible prototype application).
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we showed how to use a standard static approach to verify1030
a rich formalism used to generate monitors for runtime verification of object-
oriented programs. By verifying LTL properties statically we obtain two main
advantages: (1) we can check if the specification of our monitor is coherent with
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our intentions, and (2) the system monitored by the verified monitor satisfies
the same LTL properties, as long as it is consistent with the specification.1035
The first two steps of the algorithm presented in Section 4 are implemented in
SWI-Prolog, while the last step (the Bu¨chi Automaton product) is implemented
using the SPIN model checker. The Bu¨chi Automaton Bτ generated in the
second step and the LTL property ϕ we want to verify are both compiled to
PROMELA language.1040
The next steps will be to improve the search for cycles inside expansive terms,
and to study in greater detail the expressivity of trace expressions in order to
understand if an hybrid approach is possible, where the LTL properties verified
statically can bring us to simplify the trace expression generating consequently
a simpler version of the monitor.1045
In [71] the authors presented an parametric version of the trace expression
formalism. Thanks to parameters inside event types, this extension is extremely
more expressive than the standard one [13]. One possible future work will be
achieving the static verification also for a parametric trace expression. The pres-
ence of parameters makes not usable the standard automata-based approach.1050
One promising way to solve this problem is through the model checker Cubicle
[72] (used for symbolic backward reachability analysis on infinite sets of states).
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